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The author of the article considers the main current street art’s characteristic which lies in the fact that it might and should address the issues of social, political, philosophical, environmental etc. nature. In particular this main feature is aimed at the engagement of audience, that is city residents, in dialogue. In accordance with this, the author of the article gives some examples of particular street art works, which reflect the described characteristic of this kind of art. In order for illustrative purposes the article presents and analyses famous world and Russian street art pieces. In the consideration of Russian street art works’ content the author concentrates on the pieces of street artists from Yekaterinburg, which is noted for its big amount of original street art works and is recognized as a capital of Russian street art.
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Street art is one of the forms of current contemporary art. On the one hand, street art is a relatively new phenomenon that has strongly marked urban nature and that is capable of existing only within public city space. Herewith, it interacts with the urban environment complementing and aestheticizing it or, on the contrary, disfiguring it with its irrelevance and unattractiveness [8, p. 3]. On the other hand, street art is a socio-cultural phenomenon suggesting that its works can be considered not only in a physical sense but also as an object reflected in consciousness [8, p. 3]. It is a cultural concept and at the same time a product of culture embodied in certain socio-cultural space-time and constantly produced and reproduced in various social practices [2].

The most important feature of street art is that, as has already been said, it often embodies ideas relevant to contemporary realities and hereby reflects problems of a social, political, cultural, etc. focus. In order to more clearly examine this feature we should analyze the most vivid examples of such nature of the street artists’ messages. One of the most famous figures in this regard is English street artist Banksy. A large number of his works are drawn to the acute problems of modern society. Thus, for example, Napalm (2004) depicts Mickey Mouse and Ronald MacDonald leading a crying little girl by the hand. This image Banksy borrowed from the famous photograph of Nick Ut made during the Vietnam War and depicting a Vietnamese girl escaping from exploded napalm. The work holds and demonstrates the critique of modern society: the symbols of American culture – “Mickey Mouse and Ronald MacDonald — represent a consumer’ greed and a self-deception of people who willingly close their eyes to more serious problems” [3], for example, world wars. Another work of Banksy The Flower Thrower (2005) depicts a rebel which keeps in his hand and throws a bouquet of flowers instead of a cocktail bomb. It’s quite simply to understand this work’s idea: the artist seeks to show that with the help of peaceful means instead of cruelty and aggression one can achieve much more goals. In 2006 the installation London Phone Booth made by him has emerged in London. In this case the true meaning of the artist’s message is unknown, however, according to some art historians, the work symbolizes the devaluation of the real-life communication culture in the era of development and the increasing influence of the Internet and social networks. As one more, the last, example of Banksy works we can recall the one called Jungle (which was installed in Calais in 2015). Here Banksy depicts Steve Jobs as a migrant from Syria. With his work Banksy wanted to argue that not all migrants are terrorists, a striking example of which is Steve Jobs, the son of a Syrian refugee who came to the United States.

Apart from Banksy, many other well-known world street artists choose acute social and political problems as the plot of their works. Thus, Os Gemeos, a team of street artists that are twin brothers from São Paulo, in their works the problems of corruption and social inequality. In one of their works, besides the painting itself, there is a striking writing: “How much does a member of the municipal council earn? And how much does a teacher earn?” The writing of even more provocative their object states: “I love my Brazil ... But not politicians!”.

A street artist from Italy with a nickname Blu, who paints murals all over the world, in a rather paradoxical way combines humor, criticism and a kind of satire about modern society in his creative works. His works themselves are executed in a humorous manner and can cause a smile when they are firstly encountered by someone, but upon more closer examination it becomes clear that they are deeply philosophical and, as some experts in the field of street art note, even pretty much brilliant. The figure 1 represents one of these works: the key-note that this object broadcasts is that in the world of constant consumption and satisfaction of our infinite needs humanity ceases to care for the planet depriving it of its resources.

The problem of ecology is also reflected in the works of some other street artists. For example, the team from Switzerland Nevercrew became famous in the world of art for their images of whales, pandas, polar bears that are marginal animals (Fig. 2). So, for example, the
Whale in their works is depicted in the dust of man-made waste, and in another object — it is placed in a city with a high level of anthropogenic pollution. The main idea, raised by the artists, is about to show that humans do not contribute to the preservation of wildlife but, on the contrary, constantly enter into confrontation with it. These actions definitely lead to the very harmful consequences.

Another street artist from Italy, who took the nickname Mr. Thoms, is known for his works with a pronounced humorous and partly sarcastic style. In this way, one of the objects of this artist shows us a man of the modern world: he is obsessed with getting ‘likes-for-likes’ on the social media Facebook. At the same time he is wearing blinders which symbolizes escaping from the real world, its complete disregard in favor of the Internet and social media. His another work contains a writing “Someone ... plays your game” and depicts a man in whose head two other men play chess. It is being addressed to every single individual and demonstrates how dangerous may be to yield to a kind of a pressure and trust the life to someone else.

Another street artist from Russia ever Pavel 183 turned to social issues in every single case. He was often called and is still called ‘the Russian Banksy’ because of, first, his fame, and, second, the similarity of the problems that he raised with the problems that are brought up by the street art objects of the English artist. For that matter the painting he created in 2013 refers to Hans Christian Andersen’s fairytale *The Girl with the Matches*. In accordance with its plot, the little girl who left alone tried to warm herself with a box of matches but they soon ended and the next morning people found her dead. Another his work shows us a homeless person with the angel’s wings lying on the ground and calling out: “Give for the ticket home”. Pavel 183 has noted that homeless people “sometimes look absolutely horrible, but at the same time ... they are deprived of those harmful irritants that disfigure people ... They are often ... cleaner and more enlightened than anyone ... and nobody helps them, and if they do, then seldom” [6].

Another Russian street artist from Kazan working under the nickname Qbic painted a mural on the wall of one house pictured people whose faces literally ‘are blooming’ in the process of reading books. The artist’s message is quite obvious: he seeks to highlight the importance of paying much attention to the intellectual component of life. The artist from Moscow Aleksey Mednoy has addressed his work to the problem of animal abuse. In this way, he created a mural pictured animals traditionally performing in a circus and wrote the following text in big letters: “For a circus without animals”. By this art work Aleksey Mednoy tried to confront the very idea of a circus where animals are being subjected to violence.

Street artists from Yekaterinburg Tima Radya and Slava PTRK currently are considered as the most socially engaged artists in Russia. Thus, one of the works of Tima Radya presents a kind of pyramid built of police shields and held a throne on its top. This art object is called Stability and is made as a temporary installation that falls even when it is slightly breezing, thus symbolizing the precariousness of the vertical power structure [7] (Fig. 3). In 2013 Radya has taken a prize of the New York Frieze Art Fair ‘Cutlog’ for this critical art piece.
Radya has made six large-scale portraits of the Great Patriotic War heroes picking a cocktail bomb as a means of expression. The burning of the soldiers’ faces in this performance symbolized the horrors they had to face. This work itself represents tribute to those who fought for their country.

Slava PTRK (this is the nickname of the artist; his real name is Stanislav Komissarov) is also known for his works that raise various social problems. For example, his social project Street Mud is a series of works each of which depicts a homeless person (Figure 4). The artist has chosen such a plot to pay attention to the subject of homeless people, to which passers-by often turn a blind eye, seeing them as street dirt and furthermore not noting human in them [4].

As we can see, the present survey of some famous street art pieces (in the world, Russia and Yekaterinburg) clearly demonstrates that street artists seek to raise in their works the problems of social, political, cultural, etc. focus that are significant for them and for the whole society. From this we can conclude that street art is primarily characterized by such an important feature as relevance that means that street art, by its nature, is a relevant art.
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СПОСОБНОСТЬ УЛИЧНОГО ИСКУССТВА ПОДНИМАТЬ ОБЩЕСТВЕННО ЗНАЧИМЫЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ
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Автор статьи рассматривает основную характерную особенность современного уличного искусства, которая заключается в том, что оно способно и должно затрагивать проблемы социального, политического, философского, экологического и др. характера. Именно эта черта направлена на то, чтобы вовлекать аудиторию — городское население — в диалог. В соответствии с этим автор приводит некоторые примеры конкретных работ уличного искусства, в которых отражена данная особенность этого вида искусства. В статье в качестве примеров представлены и проанализированы известные мировые и российские произведения уличного искусства. Особый акцент в анализе содержания работ российского уличного искусства автор делает на работах художников из г. Екатеринбурга, который известен большим количеством оригинальных произведений и признан столицей российского уличного искусства.
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